SEXUAL BEHAVIOR – (SXQ)
Target Group: SPs 18-59 (CAPI)

BOX 1

CHECK ITEM SXQ.300:
■ IF INTERVIEW NOT DONE ONLY WITH SURVEY PARTICIPANT (RIQ.005 NOT EQUAL TO 1), GO TO END OF SECTION.
■ IF SP = FEMALE AND SP = 18 – 59 YEARS, CONTINUE WITH SXQ.295.
■ ELSE IF SP = MALE AND SP = 18 – 59 YEARS, CONTINUE WITH SXQ.296.
■ OTHERWISE, GO TO END OF SECTION.

SXQ.295 Do you think of yourself as lesbian or gay; straight, that is, not lesbian or gay; bisexual; something else; or you don’t know the answer?
(Target 18-59)

HAND CARD SXQ1

LESBIAN OR GAY........................................  1 (END OF SECTION)
STRAIGHT, THAT IS, NOT LESBIAN
OR GAY .................................................  2 (END OF SECTION)
BISEXUAL .............................................  3 (END OF SECTION)
SOMETHING ELSE.................................  4 (END OF SECTION)
I DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER...............  9 (END OF SECTION)
REFUSED .............................................  77 (END OF SECTION)
DON’T KNOW.......................................  99 (END OF SECTION)

SXQ.296 Do you think of yourself as gay; straight, that is, not gay; bisexual; something else; or you don’t know the answer?
(Target 18-59)

HAND CARD SXQ2

GAY ......................................................  1
STRAIGHT, THAT IS, NOT GAY...............  2
BISEXUAL ...........................................  3
SOMETHING ELSE ..............................  4
I DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER.............  9
REFUSED ...........................................  77
DON’T KNOW.....................................  99